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SECTION - A

Very short answer type questions. (Answer all 10 questions of 1 mark each) :

1. What are'the important features of vector atom model ?

2. Why does normal Zeeman effect occurs only in atoms with even number ol
eleclrons ?

3. What do you mean by nuclear stability ?

4. Define mean life and hall life.

5. Distinguish between fermions and bosons.

6. What do you mean by grand uniried theory of forces ?

7. Why homo-nuclear diatomic molecules do not show vibrational spectra ?

8. Why electrons are not effective in scattering cr -particles and protons ?

9. State Paulis exclusion principle. Give its significance.

10. How an atom bomb works ? (10x1=10 Marks)

P.T.O.
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SECTION _ B

Short answer type questions. (Answerany eight questions). Each question carries
2 marks.

11. Explain meson lheory of nuclear forces.

12. Discuss the signilicance ol Stern-Gerlach experiment.

13. What are the selection rules for diatomic vibrational spectra ?

14. Brielly discuss liquid drop model of nucleus.

15. Write a short note on standard model.

16. What are exchange particles ? Explain their role in fundamental interactions.

'17. What are the possible coupling schemes in vector atom model ?

18. What do you mean by magnetic bottle ? What is its application ?

19. With neat diagram, discuss electronic, rotational and vibrational levels ol a
diatomic molecule.

20. Why Bohr and Somerfield models fail ? Explain.

2'1. Discuss the different nuclear fusion cycles lor stellar energy.

22. Find the precessional trequency ot an electron orbit when placed in a magnetic
field of 5 tesla. (8x2=l6Marks)

SECTION _C

Answerany six questions. Each question carries 4 marks.

23. Show that the magnetic dipole moment ol an electron due to its orbital molion is
proportional to orbital quantum number 1 .

24. Given that the spacing between the vibrational levels ol CO molecule is
8.45x10-2 eV of energy. Find the force constant o, the molecule.

25. The fundamental and lirst overtone lrequencies of diatomic molecule HCI behaving
as anharmonic oscillator are found to be 2886 cm-1 and 5668 cm-l respectively.
Calculate the force constant,
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26. Why electrons cannot be present inside the nucleus ?

27. Calculate the binding energy per nucleon in uC12. Masses of proton, neutron and
electron are 1.007276 a,u., 1 .008665 a.u. and 0.00055 a.u. respectively. The
mass ol uC12 atom is l2.OOOOO a.u.

28. The half life of radium is 1590 years. ln how many years will one gram of pure
element :

a) lose one centigram and

b) be reduced to one centigram ?

29. Find the maximum kinetic energy ol the electron emitted in p-decay oflhe free
neutron. The neutron-proton mass difference is 1 .30 MeV.

30. A tr-meson collides wilh a proton and a neulron plus another particle arecreated.
What is the other particle ?

31. The spectral term 4Durr, find the values of L, S, J and J8. (6x4=24 Marks)

SECTION - D

Answerany two questions. Each question carries 15 marks.

32. Write an essay on veclor atom model. Explain difierent quantum numbers
associated with vector atom model.

33. Whal is chain reaclion ? Djscuss lhe conslruciion and worhng of a breedet
reaclor.

34. Explain with required theory, the method of finding the lorce constant ol vibrational
spec\ta o\ anhamor D ti\a\onitc osii\a\ol.

35. Explain anomalous Zeeman eftect. Derive an expression for Zeeman shift
(2x15=30 Marks)


